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I said tell me what's really going on 
Drizzy back up in this thing I'm ready 
What's happening 
Gone for surgery but now I'm back again 
I'm bout my paper like a muh fuckin scratch and win 
World series attitude, champagne bottle life 
Nothin ever changes so tonight is like tomorrow night 
I will have a model wife 
Yo bitch is as hot as ice 
Every time you see me I look like I hit the lotto twice 
(Drake you got em Right) 
Yeah I got em Bun 
I love myself cuz I swear their life is just not as fun 
Nik's got the weed, Hush got a gun 
CJ got my credit cards and a lot a ones 
Yeah, I'm in the city of the purple sprite 
Someone tell Mahliya I'm on fire she should work
tonight 
Call up king of diamonds and tell China it be worth the
flight 
I be at my table stackin dollars to the perfect height 
Work somethin, twerk somethin bases 
She just tryin make it so she right here gettin naked 
I don't judge her I don't judge her 
But I could never love her cuz to her I'm just a rapper
and soon she'll have met another 
That's why me and Lil Jazz bout to spazz can ya keep up

I'm just feelin sorry for whoever gotta sweep up 
Yeah, bills everywhere, Trill everything, and Drake just
stand for Do Right And Kill Everything 
I love Nicki Minaj 
I told her I'd admit it 
I hope one day we get married just to say we fuckin did
it 
And girl I'm fuckin serious I'm wit it if you wit it 
Cuz yo verses turn me on and yo pants are mighty
fitted 
Uh, damn, I think you caught me in a moment 
Like I catch em stealin flows cuz I swear I never loaned
it 
And life ain't a rehearsal, the camera's always rollin 
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So come and get a portion of this money that we blowin
Cuz its on, you should come with me 
If you got some time this is where you wanna be 
We could go all night long 
This could last all night long 
Bet it's goin down 
We gone make it right 
This is what they mean when they talk about the life 
We could go all night long 
This could last all night long 
I'm wit it if you wit it
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